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Abslracl
Extending our work on adaptive fine-controlled scheduling, we present a novel CPU scheduler for heterogeneous
applications mnning on general purpose cornputCf5. Our schedulercan effectively support diverse application require.
ments without resorting La scheduling algorithms ofdiven;e types. Rather, it employs IIIli/onn rate-based sharing, and
application heterogeneity is satisfied by panilioning CPU capacity into service classes, each wilh a different criterion
for admission control. As a result. we are able 10 provide al once guaranteed pcrfonmmcc, flexible allocation of Tales
with excellent scalability, as well as intermediate service classes orrering lradeoffs between reserved rate utilization
and the strength of guaranlees. Our scheduler has been implemented in Solaris 2.5.1. IL runs exisling applications
without modifications. We present extensive experimental resulls showing the scalahility, efficiency, guaranteed
perfonnance, and overload perfonnance aspects of our scheduler. We also demonstrate the importance of priority
inheritance implemented in our scheduler for stable system perfonnance.
keywords: multimedia operating system, CPU scheduling, admission control, rale-basedsharing, firewall protection,
priority inversion
1 Introductiou
Emerging continuous media (CM) applications have well defined quality of service (QoS) constraints. While these
applications have stringent resource requirements that will benefit from non-interference, it is unlikely that in the
fulure, thcy will run in a closed or embedded system environment [12]. Instead, many will continuc to run on general
purpose machines, where applications, of diverse characteristics, come and go, and users log on and mil.
Satisfying the QoS requirements of applications in an open and general purpose computing environment is a
challenging task. Appropriate admission control and scheduling policies must be implemented 10 avoid long tenn
resource overload, and 10 provide fonns of progress guarantees. Particularly, potential bOlllcneck resources should be
carefully scheduled. CPU time is one such resource, if we consider lhe processor requiremenls of applications like
software media eodecs.
We have designed and implemcnled a CPU scheduling framework thaI meets the following service objectives:
1. CPU schedulingshould satisfy diverse classes ofapplication requirements. Alone extreme, there arc applications
with stringent progress constraints, for which deadline misses can significantly degrade lheir perceived quality.
Audio processing in a te1e-conferencing system is an example. Al the other extreme, there are best-effort
applications having no specific real-lime properties, but for which some non-zero progress rale is desired. For
flexibility, some form of proportional sharing of CPU time among these applications can be provided. Nelwork
file lransfers and email processing belong 10 this lype ofapplications. Between lhe two extremes, lhere are also
applications thal have well defined QoS requirements, but can tolerate periods of system overload by graceful
load shedding. Video playback is an example. When lhe system is busy, some users of video applications may
be happy to selile for a lower frame rate, as long as lhe video maintains good continuity.
2. CPU scheduling should provide suitable firewall protection between service classes, as well as between lhreads
within lhe same service class (i.e. progress guarantees given to a service class or lhread are independenl of
how other service classes or lhreads make scheduling requests). II is clear lhat applications with stringent
QoS requirements must be protecled from each olher, and from applications in other service classes. The
class of best-effon applications should also be protected from other more "demanding" service classes, so as to
ensure some acceptable level of progress rale. It would be counter-productive, however, to have strong firewall
protection between best-effort applications themselves. This is because for syslem scalability, we do nOl want
CPU scheduling 10 be the limiting factor in how many best-effort applications the system can admit. This implies
lhat actual progress rates of existing besl-cffort applicalions will become lower as more such applications join
Ihe syslem, and become higher as some such applications leavc the system.
3. Cenain service classes will require CPU reservations to prevent long term syslem overload. Since lhe aclual
resource requirement of an application may not be known in advance, or may depend on its current contexl of
execution, the syslcm should provide feedback to applications on their actual resource demands. Wilh such
information, reservations can be dynamically re-negotiated between applications and lhe system to reflect actual
resource needs.
4. CPU scheduling should nOl unnecessarily restrict lhe progress rates of admined applications. In panicular,
reserved bUI unused CPU cycles should not be left idle, but be made available on-demand 10 applications.
5. To be compelilive with existing round robin schedulers, a CPU scheduler providing diverse service classes
should do so with lillIe extra overhead.
6. Since diITercnt organizations may have different characteristic workloads, a system administrator should be
allowed (0 configure service classes according 10 the needs of lheir organization.
The scheduling framework evolves from our earlier work on Adaptive Rate-Controlled (ARC) scheduling. II
retains ARC's central features of rale-based sharing wilh firewall protection, and provision of system feedback for
resource re-negotiation. It improves over ARC by providing excellent scalabilily for besl-effort applications, and
offering explicit lradeoffs between reserved rale utilizalion and lhe strength of guaranlees for adaptive applications.
In lhis paper, we present our design innovaiions and discuss our experience in evolving ARC scheduling. In addition,
we provide extensive performance results illustrating the salient aspecls of our current protOlype. These results
demonstrate the soundness and practical utility of our approach.
1.1 Contributions and related work
CPU scheduling for multimedia applications has received much recent auention. Solulions designed for embedded
real-time syslems are nOl applicable on general purpose computers [1, 13]. The usc of static priorities, such as in
[9J. is generally susceptible to "runaway" applications. Rale-based resource sharing is widcly used. Many rate-based
syslems, however, target only for Ilexible resource allocation, but do not consider guaranteed QoS through admission
control [3, 6, 7, 8, 23]. Lack of system feedback on application performance also makes it difficult 10 determine
suitable rales.A highly flexible resource model is proposed in [22], but offers only probabilisilic performance. A
resource model specific to protocol processing is proposed in [5], which yields guaranteed performance withoul using
lhreads. However, lhe approach does not immediately exlend to general computation. Hierarchical schedulers have
been advanced to support heterogeneilY ofapplications [4, 6]. They employ leaf schedulers of diverse types. Classical
real-time schedulers like rate-monotonic or earliest-deadline-first lack lhe firewall property {I2, 19]. To adapt to
dynamic application behavior, certain scheduling algorilhms require close application participalion. and sophisticated
schedulability tests [17]. Olher syslems have appealed to policing mechanisms external to the scheduling algorithm,
such asprioritydepressioll [11, 14,21].
We propose a solulion that uniformly applies the well proven technique of rate-based scheduling for diverse ap-
plicalion requirements. By considering scheduling algorilhms with a provable firewall property, we offer protection
between applications without resorling 10 complicaled machinery. Heterogeneily of applications is handled by config-
uring service classes with different crileria for admission control. As a result, our system achieves at once guaranteed
perfonnance, flexible resource allocation with excellenl scalabilily. and intermediale services offering lradeoffbetween
reserved rate utilization and Ihe strength of guarantees. A new rate-based scheduling algorithm suitable for use in
our framework is defined. In addition, we present system implemenlation in a general purpose operating syslem, and
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introduce the use ofproxied scheduling to account for inexact rate control in a real systcm. We also provide extensive
performance evaluations using a real multimedia workload.
1.2 Paper organization
The balancc of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we discuss ARC's rate-based sharing with firewall
protection as a basis of our current work. We discuss the issue of progress fairness, and define a new CPU scheduling
algorithm with good fairness properties. Extending ARC to accomodate a heterogeneous services Framework is
presented in Section 3. Section 4 discusses thc importance of priority inversion in CPU scheduling. The use ofproxied
class to achievc predictable performance in a real system environment is given in Section 5. We present extensive
performance cvaluations of our current prototype using a real multimedia workload in Section 6.
2 ARC scheduling
This section summarizes the main feaLUres of ARC scheduling; details can be found in [25]. Essentially, ARC defines
a family of schedulers, each having the following three properties: (i) reserved rates can be negotiated, (ii) QoS
guarantees are conditional upon thread behavior, and (iii) firewall protection between threads is provided. Firewall
protection is effected through periodic rate cOl/trol. Hence, we executc a rate-based scheduling algorithm at certain
rescheduling poinlS, as follows:
• When the currcntly running thread exits or becomes blocked, the algorithm is executed forit (a block cvent).
• When a system event occurs [hat causes onc or morc threads to become runnable, the algorithm is executed for
each thread that becomes TUnnable (an unblock cvent).
• When a periodic clock tick occurs in the system, the algorithm is executed for the currently running thread (a
clock tick event).
The initial RG scheduling algorithm (Figure 2a) we chose as a proof-of-concept experiment in the ARC framework
is extremely simple and efficient Using RG. a thread. say i, can request CPU reservation with rate T" 0< Tj ::; I and
period Pi (in jls). In Figure 2a, event denotes which one of the three resechcduling events triggered the algorithm, Q is
the thread for which RG is executed. "(Q) and p(Q) denote Q's reserved rate and period, respectively, cUT,time is the
real time at which RG begins execution, Jinish(Q) is the expected finiS/ling time of previous computation performed
by Q. and va{(Q) is an RC vallie of Q. The system schedules threads in non-decreasing order of their RC values.
Under the assumption of an idealized execmion environmellt [25], Theorem 1 guarantees progress for a pl/netl/at
thread (Definition I), say j, in the system.
Definition 1 Thread j is punctual ifit generates at least (k + l)riPi seconds oflVork over lime illterval [0, kpi], for
k=O,l, .. ~
Theorem 1 /flhread j is plIllctllal alld'L;ri ::; I, 'hen j is schedllied by RG to nmforat least (k + I)rjPi time over
time imerval [0, (k + I)pj}Jork = 0, I, ..•
Notice that when Pi is smaller. rate guarantees are provided over finer time intervals, but with concominant increase
in context switch overhead. Conversely, when Pi is larger, the number of context switches becomes smaller, bUl rate
guarantees arc now provided over coarser time intervals. Hence, Pi in RG allows the tradeoff between context switch
overhead and time granularity of rate guarantees to be specifiable by applications, according to their own needs.
We have performed extensive experiments to validate Theorem I for an actual system mnning existing multimedia
applications [25]. We show thal CM applications such as video and audio can meet their deadlines using ARC,
when competing with a variety of best-effort applications (sec, for example, Fig. I). Simultaneously, besl-effort
applications are able to achieve satisfactory progress despite the demands of eM applications. Firewall protection
between applications is achieved without significantly degrading CPU efficiency and utilization.
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Figure I: Times belween pictures senl by a 30 Cps video application running under (a) Unix TS and (b) ARC, in me
presence of competing compute-inlensive applications Started at about frame 250.
Algorithm RCCQ, event)
Lt. if (event = unblock)
L2. finish(Q):= max(finish(Q),curtime);
,",
L3. runtime := time Q has run since RC
was last execUied for it;
L4. Jinish(Q):= finish(Q) + ru.ntime/r(Q);
fi;
1.5. if (event #: block)
L6. k = L(finish(Q) - start(Q))/p(Q) + IJ;
L7. val(Q):= sturl(Q) + k x p(Q);
fi;
Algorllhm FRCCQ. event)
LI. ir(event = unblock)
L2. vtime:= min{fini.!lh(R): R E 6} +qjr(Q);
L3. fini.'lh(Q);= max(fillish(Q),vtime);
L4. ~,~ ~U{Q};
,",
L5. runtime := time Q has run since FRC
was last executed for it;
L6. finish(Q):= finish(Q) + Tuntimejr(Q);
L7. if (event = block)
L8. ~'~~-{Q};
fi;
fi;
Figure 2: Specification of (a) Algorithm RG, and (b) Algorilhm FAG.
2.1 Progress Fairness
Despite its simplicity, we show in [25] that AG exhibits thepllllishmentphenomenoTl. Hence. threads that have overrun
their resource reservations can later be punished (i.e. not scheduled) for an extended time period. when a thread with
little or no resource overrun joins the system. We show in [25] how rate adaptation can be used by long-running CM
applications to avoid the punishment phenomenon. by carefully matching reserved rate to actual execution rate. We
have, however, explicitly designed the ARC framework to be highly modular and flexible. As a result, we have been
able to incorporate scheduling algorithms with diverse fairness properties into our prototype system. In particular, we
have designed afair rate-col/trolled (FAG) algorithm with improved fairness over AG.
FRG allows thrcads 10 reserve for guaranteed CPU rates. As in RG. FRG calculates for each thread a finish value
giving the time at which previous computation by the thread would finish had it been progressing al its reserved rate.
The system then schedules runnable threads in non-decreasing finish value order.
We present FAG in Figure 2b. Observe that in RG. as a thread, say R, overruns its reserved rate, jinisll(R) may
increase much beyond real time. Hence, when a new thread, say S, later joins the system, finish(S) will be set to
the current real time by L2 of Figure 2a. It may then take unbounded time for finisheS) to catch up with finisheR).
To solve the problem, Fig. 2b (line L3) uses a virtual time value. vtimc - calculated in L2 to closely match the
finish values of existing runnable threads - to determine the finish value of a newly runnable thread. In addition, the
algorithm uses 8. initially empty, to keep track of the current set of runnable threads in the system.
We now discuss the progress properties of FAG. For notational convenience. we adopt the following in our
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exposition:
• I; denotes the finish value of lhread i .
• q (in ps) denotes the period of system clock lick.
We first prove Lemma 1, which bounds the difference in finish values belween (wo runnable lhreads scheduled by
FAG. Such a bound implies progress fairness by limiting how long a lhread can run before anolher runnable thread
will be given a chance to use lIle CPU.
Lemma 1 TheJollowing is invarianr: Ifi and i are both nmnable, thell Ii - Ij ::; q/r;.
Proof: The invarianl is obviously lrue when [he firslthread becomes runnable. We show lIlat lhe invariant is preserved
after each rescheduling poinL In lhe proof. I:! and Ii denote (he set of runnabIe threads and lhe finish value oflhread i,
respectively, before lhe rescheduling point I:!' and Ii denote lhe set of runnable threads and lhe finish value of lhread
i, respectively, afler the rescheduling point.
1. When a system clock lick occurs for thread i. Since i was chosen to run, Ii - Ij :5 0, for all i E I:!. By L6,
If = Ii + runtime/rio Hence, If - Ij = If - Ii ::; Tunlime/r; ::; q/r;, for all j :f=. i.
2. When thread k becomes blockc<l. This docs not affecllhe finish value of any runnable thread. Hence. trivially,
Ii - Ii ::; q/T; ===> If - Ii::; q/r;, rorall i,i E I:!'.
3. When thread i becomes runnable. Consider lwo cases.
Case I Ii ::; vtime. By L2, If = min{h, : k E.6.} + q/ri. Hence, If - Ij = If - Ii ::; If - min{jl: : k E
.6.} =q/ri, for all j E..6.. Also,!! -If =f; -If::; f; -min{/J;: k Eli}::; q/rj, foralli E.6..
Case 2 Ii > vtime. By L2, If = k Let Ii' be lhe finish value of lhread i when i last blocked (nolice
that It = Ii = If)· Since f; ;::: Ij'. we have If - Ii = Ii - Ii ::; Ii - Ii' ::; q/ri. Moreover, since
Ii> vtimc ===> Ii > min{h : k E .6.}, we have h - Ii ::; f; - min{/J; ; k E li} .:S q/1J' for all j E I:!, where
the last inequality follows from lhe faci thallhe invariant holds before the rescheduling point From Ii = h
and If = J;, we conclude Ii - If ::; q/Tj.
o
Using Lemma I, Theorem 2 proves guaranteed throughput for FAC scheduling.
Theorem 2 For allY rime imerval [t, t1, ifi is conrill/fo/lsly rWl1Ioble IhrougllO/lt rile interval, rhen ir will be scheduled
by FAC 10 nm for alleasr
[t' - t - (1.6.1- I) x q] x ri _ q'£jEtJ.#irj
'£jEtJrj '£jEtJrj
time, where .6. is the set oJthreads tlull are ever mnllahle;1I [t, t'].
(I)
Proof: Lel Wj denote the total amount of lime i runs in the interval [t, t'J, f; denote the finish value of j when j firsl
becomes runnable in [t, t1, and Ij lhe finish value of j allime t'. By Lemma I and the facllhat /; is non-decreasing,
we have
Ii - f; ::; q/ri
Ii - II ::; q/rj
From (2) and (3).
Ii - f; ::; II - /; + q/T; + q/rj
By L3 and L6, for i =f:. i,
Wj ::; (Ii - Ii) x rj
From the fact [hat i is continuously runnable. we have
Wi=Ui-I;)xT;
Also, since i is continuously runnable, the CPU is busy throughout [t, t']. Hence,
'£"'E"W", = t' - t
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(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
_ qL jE6,j;ti r j
Lj€tJrj
From (6) and (7),
U: ~ ti) x ri
=> L.jEtJrj x U: - f;)
=> Wi = l'i X (I[ -f;)
>
>
>
>
t'-t-LjjtiWj
t' - t - Lj;tiU} - Ii) x J'j
t'-t-Lj;t;[U[ -til x rj+q x rj/1'.+q]
t' - t - L;¢;[rj x ,jr,] - (1"1- 1),
It' -t- (1"1-1) x ,] x r,
LjEtJrj
by (5)
by (4)
D
The following corollary is immediate, which states guaranteed progress when CPU time is not overbooked, i.e.
when Lri :s; I. Notice that when t' - t becomes large, a continuously runnable Lhread has a CPU rate thal converges
to the reserved ralc.
Corollary 2.1 For ally rime illterval [t, t1. if i is colltill/lollsly runnable tlJrollglwlIu!le interval and L.j "j < 1. then i
will be scheduled by FRG to runforat least
It' - t - (1"1 - I) x ,J x r, - , (8)
time, where A is the set of threads that are ever TIll/noble in [t, t']'
3 ARC Scheduling for Heterogeneous Services
Delails of the scheduling algorithm aside, our experience with ARC shows that while it performs well in guarantccing
progress to diverse applications, it suffers from some practical problems. A principal observation is lhat we essentially
accomodale besl-effort applications by giving each such application a very low rale (say 0.02). This approach has
reasonable scalability, since the low rates add up slowly, and we can admit a good number of besl-elIort applicalions
before further applications will have to be rejecled by admission control. However, CPU scheduling using ARC still
imposes an anificiallimil on the number ofbesl-effort applications lhat can be admitted at the same time. Moreover,
best-errort and real-lime applicalions compete for the same pool ofreservcd rate. This may not always be desired.
ARC for heterogeneous services (ARC-H) is an eXlension lo ARC to overcome its praelicallimitalions. Its major
depanure from ARC lies in its explicil recognition of diverse classes ofapplicalions discussed in Section I. Worthy of
note, however, is that ARC-H still retains the use ofan integrated scheduling algorithm (such as RG or FRG described
in Section 2.1). Heterogeneity of applications is supported by differential admission control.
Hence, an ARC-H systcm administralorcan partition the lotal CPU capacity into rales for m service classes, i.e.,
service class k is allocatcd rate RI:, 1 :s; k :s; m, such that HI: > 0 and LRI: = I. For k = 1 ... m, an overbooking
panuneler, bl:' (O:S; bl: S 00) is also specified.
Thread j can rcquesl from scrvice class k a reservalion specified by lWo parameters: nomillal rate fj and period
Pj. The requesl is granted if
L'ECkT; +rj :s; RI:( I + bk),
whcre CI: denotes lhe subset of threads already admitted into service class k.
After thread j has been admitted. it receives an effective rate given by
where CI: is the subset oftbreads admiucd imo service class k, which by now includes lhread j. These effeclive rales,
rj, j = 1 ... n (n is the tolal number oflbreads) in ARC-H arc lhen used as the thread rates in section 2.1. Notice thal
the effective rale of a tbread depends nol only on iLs own nominal rate, but also on the nominal rates of other threads
admitled lo ils service class. However, it can be shown lhat
Hence, Corollary 2.1 provides a hard guaranlee oflhe effeclive rale r; to lhread i.
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The overbooking parameters can be used for specifying different levels of service. For hI: = O. threads in service
class k get a hard guarantee of their reserved rates. This service class is called gl/arallleed rare or GR. and is suitable
for applications with Slringent timing constraints. For hI: = 00, service class k can be used for flexible rute allocation
with excellent scalability (but threads in this class receive no guarantee besides non-zero progress). Ibis service class
is calledftexible rare or FR. and is suitable for conventional best errort applications. Other values of bl: lead to service
c1a~ses with a statistical guarantee of different strengths. Such service classes are called overbooking or DEn, where
n is the percentage of overbook. They are suitable for adaptive multimedia applications which can gracefully shed
work to accomodate conlrolled periods of system overload.
4 Priority Inversion
In a multiprocessor operating system like Solans, threads can contend inside the kernel for synchronization resources
such as mutex. locks, semaphores. condition variables, and readers/writer locks. In such a system, priority inversion
inside the kernel becomes an important problem.
To solve the problem. ARC-H leverages existing mechanisms in Solans 2.5.1 to provide priority inheritance.
Hence, a thread in ARC-H can inherit the finish value of another thread that it blocks. An inherited finish value is
not rate controlled (Le. it will not be increased by a clock tick). However, the original finish value of the inheriting
lbread is. so that CPU usage at an inherited priority is accounted for. In this way, it is in principle possible for two
threads, say P and Q. to conspire with each olher to hoard resources. For example. when P is running, it can acquire
a lock, say L, which it then does not give up. When later, P is preempted and Q gels scheduled, Q attempts to acquire
L. P, blocking Q, will inherit Q's finish value. P then runs with this inherited priority without ever giving up L.
In our system. however, priority inheritance is implemented for synchronization resources managed by kernel code.
Since kernel code is trusted. we reasonably assume that such conspiracy cannot occur. Section 6 demonstrates the
practical utility of priority inheritance in our system.
Besides synchronization primitives, priority inversion can also occur when different applications request service
from a system server. The major problem is that using traditional RPC, lhe server lhread will run at a priority unrclaled
to the priority of its client. To tackle the problem. we have implemented a trains abstraction in Solaris. A lrain allows
a thread ofcontrol to access services in multiple processes while carrying its resource and scheduling state intact. This
ability is achieved by decoupling a thread (which we view as purely a scheduling entity) from its associated process
(which provides resource context - albeit non-permanently - to the thread). Hence, while a thread still has a home
process (i.e. the process in which it is created), it is free to leave a process and enter a new one, through a well-defined
stop exported by lhe laner. A stop is exported as a secure entry point to server code, when a server offers a service.
At the time ofservice invocation, lhe server additionally provides a stack for executing the new client request. We are
beginning to incorporate trains into real applicaLions, and will report on their performance in a later paper.
To avoid the effects of priority inversion due to interrupt processing, our scheduler is designed to work best when
such processing is reduced to a minimum. Our protocol processing system of Migrati1lg Sockets [26], for example.
minimizes the use of interrupts in handling packet arrivals from the network. However, a small amOUnl of performance
critical activities. such as periodic system clock ticks for CPU rate control. is still allowed to take place at interrupt
priority. higher than the priorities of ARC-H threads.
5 Proxied Class
FRC can be used as a single level CPU scheduler. However. Theorem 2 says that a runnable thread with effective
raLc r may not get scheduled in a time interval of length (n - I)q + q!r, where n is the number of threads admitted
into the system. Since q is non-negligible in a real system (we expect itto have value from I ms to 10 ms), this time
interval can become excessive when n is large. The presence of best-effort applications is a particular concern, since
their service class is ex.plicitly designed to be highly scalable.
To solve the problem. our system allows a service class to be configured as a proxied class. A proxicd class
essentially inLIoduces two-level scheduling into ARC-H: the system level, and the class level. At the system level, a
proxied class is represented by a proxy thread that can join the ARC-H system dispatch queue and hence compeLe for
system CPU time. At the class level, a proxied class maintains a private dispatch queue of all runnable threads in the
class. in increasing finish value order.
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Algorithm PRIVATE_FRC(C, Q, event)
Ll. if(euent = unblock)
L2. vtime:= min{finish(R): R E C.6} + q/r(Q);
L3. finish(Q):= max(finish(Q), vtime);
L4. if (C.6 = <I'l)
L5. call FRG(C.proxy, unblock);
fi·
L6. C.o,~ C.oUIQj,
.~.
L7. runtime := time Q has run since PRIVATE"FRG
was last executed for it;
L8. finish(Q) := finish(Q) +Tuntime/r(Q);
L9. if (event = block)
LlD. C.6:=C.!'1-{Q};
Lll. if (C.!'1 = <I'l)
Ll2. call FRG(C.proxy, block);
.~.
Ll3. call FRC(C.proxy. tick);
fi,
.~.
Ll4. call FRG(C.proxy, lick);
fi·
fi;
Figure 3: Specification of Algorithm PAIVATE..FRG for proxicd scheduling.
A proxy thread is considered running if any lhread in its class is running. If il is not running. then il is runnable if
allcast one of the threads in its class is runnable. Otherwise, it is blocked. It has effeclive rate equal 10 the configured
class rale, and has scheduling state, such as finish value, just like a usual thread. When a proxy thread is selected for
execution (because it currenlly has a highest priority), howevcr, it is not dispalehed. but instead selects the highest
priority thread from the private runnable queue orlhe class and dispatches it.
We specify algorilhm PRIVATE..FRG in Figure 3 for proxied class scheduling. The algorilhm is to be used in
conjunction with algorithm FRG in Figure 2b. which is for a non-proxied or proxy lhread, Le. for scheduling at
lhe system level. PRIVATE.FRG itself is called when a rescheduling event occurs for a thrcad in a proxied class
(the proxied thread). In the algorithm, Q is the proxied thread. C is the proxy class lo which Q belongs, and event
specifies the rescheduling evenl that triggered the algorithm. For the proxy class C, C.!!. denoles the set of threads
in C thal arc runnable, and C.proxy denotes the proxy lhread lhat represents C in system level scheduling. Notice
that PRIVATE.FRG invoked forC may call FAG with C.pl·OXy and a suilable rescheduling event as parameters. For
example, when lhread Q in C becomes blocked, FRC is called wilh a block evenl if Q was the lasl TUnnable thread in
C, and wilh a tick event otherwise.
To see the benefits of proxied scheduling, consider a video thread wilh rate r" competing wiLh 1000 threads in
the FR class for CPU time. If the FR class is not configured as a proxied class, lhen from Theorem 2, lhere is a time
interval of length 999q + q!r" during which the video lhread may not be scheduled al all. IflheFR class is proxied,
however, the time interval is reduced lo q + q/r".
6 Experimental Results
We present eXlensive performance results showing the dilTerenl aspecls of ARC-H scheduling, including guarantced
performance, overload performance. suilability for helerogeneous services, scalabilily, flexible and proportional rale
sharing, stability, and efficiency. The ARC-H scheduler used runs as pan of Solaris 2.5.1 on a Sun UllraSPARC-1
workslation.
Five applicalions were used in ourexperimenls,representing a multimedia workload. We measured the performance
of the first four applications under various experimental condilions. The fifth, radio...xmit, ran on a computer
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different from the measurement platform, and was used only for sending network audio packets read by radio...recv.
No performance data was taken for radio..xrni t.
• greedy: compute-intensive application thal is always enabled. It repeatedly docs a round of2.5 ms of compu-
tation and prints a timestamp.
• periodic: an application that wakes up every 30 ms, performs 2.5 ms of computation, and outputs a timestamp.
• mpeg2play: A eM application that plays MPEG-2 encoded video at 30 fps. The video contents played are
IPPPP encoded and arc a 60 second segment of tennis instruction.
• radio...recv: A CM application that receives a PCM-encoded audio sample every 100 ms from the network.
• radio..xmit: An audio application that captures PCM-encoded audio from a microphone and sends the audio
samples to the network. Samples are generated at 100 ms intervals. They arc for reading by radio..recv.
We have experimentally detennined the CPU requirement ofmpeg2play. To do this, we ran one to four copies
ofrnpeg2play (with minimal competing load) in Solaris TS, and noted the achievable frame ratcs. For one or lWO
applications, the frame rates were full 30 per second. For three applications, the frame rates became 29.13, 29.85
and 27.61, respectively. For four applicalions, the frame rates further went down to 20.79, 20,59, 19.63 and 19.10,
respectively. We conclude thal the full CPU capacity can very nearly support up to three rnpeg2play's at 30 frames
per second.
Unless noted otherwise, the experimental CPU was configured with FR rate 0.25 and GR rate 0.75, and the system
clock tick interval used was 10 ms. FR was configured as a proxied class. whereas GR was not.
6.1 Flexible rates and high utilization performance
We performed an experiment to demonstrate that ARC-H achieves flexible allocation of rates in a graceful manner.
The CPU was configured to have a GR rate of l.0 in this experiment. Five copies of greedy and six copies of the
periodic application were run. all with the same rate in the GR class. Figure 4a plots the timestamp value (relative to
rhe first timestamp ofits application) against the timestamp number for each application. Figure 4b is a close-up view
of the first 100 seconds, for only the greedy applications. The graphs show how the execution rates gracefully adapted
as the applications started and finished at different times (hence changing the offered CPU load).
To examine system performance under high utilization, say that a periodic or greedy application in our experiment
is 011 rime if it completes alleasl one round of computation every 30 ms. Since a round of computation takes about
2.5 ms, the rate requiremenl for an application (0 be on lime is about 2.5 ms I 30 ms = 0.083. With totally II
applications running in the system, the aggregate CPU rate required for all the applications to be on time was about
0.083 x 11 :::: 92%. To see the performance of the periodic applications under this rate requiremem (the actual CPU
load was 100% throughout the experiment), refer to Figure 5 (for clarity. only three applications arc shown, bUl the
profiles are representative). The reference line y:::: 30 x (x + 1) shows that a periodic application was mostly on time
under our experimental setup.
To demonstrate differential rate sharing in FR, we ran ten greedy applications in the service class. Six had nominal
rate 0.05, two had nominal rate 0.1. and the remaining two had nominal rate 0.2. Figure 6 shows the execution profiles
for all the applications. The figure shows that when all the applications were active, greedy with rate 0.2, 0.1 and 0.05
achieved 222. 105, and 52 rounds/second, respectively. The achieved ratios of 1 : 0.47 : 0.24 are close to the expected
ratios of I : 0.5: 0.25.
6.2 Heterogeneous services
This set of experiments demonstrates that ARC-H is able to provide heterogeneous services with fircwall protection
between service classes. We ran lWO differem experiments. In the first, we ran five greedy applications each with
nominal rate 0.1 in the FR class, together with twompeg2play, each with rate 0.3 in the GR class. In the second, we
increased the number of greedy applications to thirtccn. Figure 7a shows the execution profiles orall the applications
in the first experiment. Figure 7b shows the corrcsponding profiles for the second experiment. As shown in Figure
7a. the greedy applications ran with a slope of 45.74 when the rnpeg2play's were still running. The slope increased
to 186.87 when the rnpeg2play's finished execution. The equal slopes show thal each greedy was receiving the
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Figure 4: (a) Execution profile of five greedy and six periodic applications, each with equal rate. The top-most line
shows the coincided periodic applications; the other lines are for Lhe various greedy's. (b) Execution profile of the
greedy applications during the first 100 rounds -the graphs show graceful adapation of execution ratcs as the offcred
CPU load increases.
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Figure 6: Ten greedy applications running in the FR class showing differential ratc sharing. The top line represents
lhecoincidcd profiles oflwo applications each ofrale 0.2, the middle line lWQ applications each of rate 0.1, the lowe5l
line six applications each of rate 0.05.
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Figure 7: Execution profiles of two mpeg2play's in OR running concurrently wilh (a) five greedy applications in
FR, and (b) thirteen greedy applications in FR. In both (a) and (b), the shorter slfaight line is the two rnpeg2play's
coincided profiles.
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Figure 8: (a) Close-up view oflwo mpeg2play's with five greedy applications during lhe first 100 seconds; the thin
straighL line shows the coincided rnpeg2play's. (b) Plot of intcrframe times of an mpeg2play running with five
greedy applications.
same share ofthe CPU. From Figure 7b, we can see that. with lheir increased number, each greedy achieved a lower
execution rale than before (notice lhat one of the greedy applications started earlier than the resl). The mpeg2play's,
however, were unaffected, showing that lhe greedies in FR are sharing among their own resources. From Figure 8a,
a close-up view of Figure 7a during 10-25 seconds, lhe mpeg2play's were also nOl affected by starting up of the
greedy applications. Figure 7b shows a represenlalive plot of the inter-frame times for mpeg2play; the expeclccl
frame rute of 30 per second was achieved.
6.3 Graceful load shedding
We show that certain CM applications can gracefully adapl to CPU overload, and hence can be run in an overbooking
service class. For this purpose, we configured an OB70 service class with overbook fraclion 0.7. The CPU was then
partitioned to have FR rateD.!, GR rate 0.3, and OB70ralC 0.6. In our experiment, we ran three copies ofmpeg2play
each wiLh nominal rale 0.3 in OB70, and oblained their execution profiles. Throughout lhe experimenl, two greedy
applications were running in the GR and FR classes, respeclively. Figure 9a shows the execution profile for all of the
applications. An mpeg2play achieved a frame rate of about 24 frames per second in lhe experimcnt Figure9b gives
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--Figure 9: (a) Execution profile oUhree mpeg2play's running in the OB70 class together with lWo greedy applications
in the GR and FR classes, respectively. The most slanted line is greedy in GR; the most flat one is greedy in FR;
the middle one shows the coincided mpeg2play's. (b) Plot of inter-frame limes for Lhe first 60 seconds for a
representative mpeg2play.
a plOl of inter-frame times for a representative mpeg2play application. The plot shows thaI good picture continuity
was achieved despite the reduced frame rate.
6.4 Priority inheritance
To demonstrate the practical significance of priority inheritance, we turned it off in a set of experimental runs. The
set of experiments used two mpeg2play (each in GR wilh rate 0.3), one radio-recv (GR with rate 0.1) and two
greedy applications (each in FR with rate 0.1). We observe lhat in some cases, an execution profile such as the one
shown in Figure lOa is obtained. As shown, instances occurred in which a greedy applicalion completely dominated
the CPU. and no other application was able to make progress untillhc greedy application completed execution. In the
case of Figure lOa, this occurred from about 60 to 90 seconds.
To understand the problem, we collected trace information inside the kernel. Our traces show lhat from 60 lo 90
seconds, no clock tick occurred for the dominaLing greedy application. Hence, the application was never preempted.
since ils priority was never reduced by rate control. From the kernel source code, this could occur when a clock rhread
in Solaris, which handles periodic clock interrupls. is blocked on a synchronizaLion primiLive. l When that happens,
subsequenl clock processing will be deferred until the clock thread returns. By collecting more trace information, we
confirm that in the ease of Figure lOa, the clock thread was indeed blocked (from 60-90 seconds) on a mutex lock
while allempting to process high priority timer activilies in the system. Further data show that one of the mpeg2play
applications was holding the mutex lock in question.
With priorilY inheritance, an mpeg2play application holding the timer lock required by the clock thread will
inherit Lhe lauer's priority. As an interrupt thread in Solaris, the clock lhread has strictly higher priority than any
ARC-H thread. Hence, the blockingmpeg2play will be quickly scheduled (preempting a running greedy applicalion
if necessary), and be able to quickly release the limer lock as a result. In tum, this ensures that the clock thread
can complete its tasks, without delaying subsequent clock processing. When priority inheritance was incorporated,
therefore, the kind of gaps shown in Figure lOa was no longer observed. Figure lOb shows a representalive execution
profile of the the same mix of applications used in the preceding paragraph.
6.5 Implementation efficiency
We compare the efficiency of our prototype scheduler with Solaris TS. We ran n copies of greedy concurrenlly under
GR, FR and Solaris TS. respeclively, and noted the average completion time per application. We varied n 10 be 1,5,
10 and 15. For Solaris TS. we used its standard quantum sizes. For GR and FR, a preemption quantum of 10 ms was
ISolaris offers lnie OIuhi-lhn:ading inside lhe kernel amI prol:esses c!ol:k inlelTUplS io one ofilS kcmcllhn:ads. In I:en.ain olhcr SYSlcms. dOl:k
al:livilics may be handled by an intelTUpl handler, whkh I:anno[ block on unavailable resources.
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Figure 10: (a) Unstable system pcrfonnance without priority inheritance - the top two lines (initially coinciding) show
the two greedy's. (b) Stable system perfonnance with priority inherilance- the top line shows the coincided greedy's.
In both (a) and (b), (he most flnlline is radio-recv. while the middle line shows the coincided mpeg2play's.
Figure 11: Average time to complete one greedy application using GR, FR and Solaris TS.
used. Figure 11 shows that the three schedulers have essentially the same pcrfonnnnce: OR and FR have very slightly
lower times with up to 10 applicaLions, and very slightly higher times at 15 applications.
To sec the effects of fine- ven;us coarse-grained ralc control, we furlher varied the preemption time quantum to
be 10, 30, 50 and 70 ms, for GR and FR. From Figure 12, notice that for both service classes, when the number of
applications is large, lhe completion time drops somewhat as the preemption quantum increases from 10 lo 30 ms. It
does not change significantly with further increase in quantum size.
7 Conclusions
We presented a CPU scheduling framework suitable for heterogeneous applications running on general purpose
compulers. We discussed how our presenl system has evolved from ARC scheduling. In parlicular, it retains ARC's
central features of rale-based sharing with firewall proleclion, and provision of syslem feedback for rate re-ncgotiation.
Its major design innovation over ARC is the definition ofa hClerogcncous scrvices architccLUre based on IInifonll rale-
based sharing. but service classes with differcnt admission control criteria. Algorithm RC is adapled from VirtualClock
[27J. bUl it uses the expecled complction times ofpreviolls computations, instead of computations to he scheduled, for
scheduling. FRC's solulion to the fairness problems is similar to several other approaches, such as virtual clock reset
[24), time-shift scheduling [2], and leap forward virlual clock [20]. Other rale-based algorithms with suitable firewall
proteclion can also be used in our framework. To the best of our knowledge, ours is the first implementation in a
general purpose as environment of the proposed heterogeneous services archileclure. Issues of system integration in
such an environmenl, such as priority inheritance and proxied scheduling, are discussed. Diverse expcrimcntal results
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Figure 12: Average lime (in seconds) 10 complete a greedy application with 1.5. 10. and 15 competing applications,
and a preemption quantum size of 10, 30, 50 and 70 ms: (a) for OR class. and (b) for proxied FR class.
demonstrate the soundness and practical utility of our approach.
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